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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Lung structure and
function in cigarette
smokers

In their paper (May 1994;49:473-8) Dr Hogg
and colleagues are to be congratulated on the
size of their lung collection from which they
conclude that neither lesions in the bron-
chioles nor emphysema are related to the
forced expiratory volume in the first second
as a percentage of predicted (FEV1%). This
is so at variance with the large body of lit-
erature that has accumulated over the past
30 years that their data require critical ex-

amination.
In their study surgically resected specimens

were used for lung cancer, introducing the
variable of an effect of tumour. The cases

used have been described in the past as "coin
lesions" or "isolated lesions" but it would be
more useful to describe the actual staging. If
these tumours are all T,No then the direct
effect of the tumour must be regarded as

small; if other stages are present this may not
be the case, and readers should be given the
opportunity to assess the quality of this large
collection. The bulk of these cases are lob-
ectomies (only 8-8% of the right lung spe-

cimens are from pneumonectomy; 23 7% of
left lungs). In the remaining cases the lobes
(including 17 middle lobes) have to be pro-

jected to the whole lung for assessment of
bronchiolar inflammatory lesions (Cosio
score), average interalveolar wall distance
(LM), alveolar attachments, and emphysema.
In the case of the Cosio score, the effect of
lobe selection is controversial"A and a thor-
ough and careful analysis is not yet available.
Alveolar attachments were lower in upper

lobes4 as would be expected since emphysema
is dominantly an upper zone disease. Dr Hogg
and colleagues have used a "modification" of
the panel grading method5 that we designed
to assess emphysema in whole lung, paper-
mounted sections in epidemiological surveys.

It was not meant to assess emphysema in
slices of formalin fixed lobes. It is indeed
possible to guess at how much emphysema
there is in a whole lung from a slice offormalin
fixed upper lobe since the panel system shows
emphysema at all scores between 5 and 25.
However, the lower lobe panels do not have
emphysema so that the guess from lower
lobe to whole lung can only be regarded as

hazardous. This is not a trivial problem since
the emphysema score for all of the cases in
the paper by Hogg et al can be calculated and
averages 9-8. Their results show a lower score

than others using similar cases in the same

city6 and the reason for this is not apparent.
Their reported incidence of emphysema is
39-6% while others have reported figures from
49% to 100%, typically 70-80%.6 '°
Another necessary projection is to lung

volume atTLC so that LM (an approximation
of interalveolar wall distance) can be meas-

ured. This correction is important since the
interalveolar wall distance depends on the
degree of inflation. The precise way the cor-

rection was achieved is not described, but
from another paper in their laboratory"' it
would appear that the amount of fixative
in the appropriate lobes was compared with
TLC, assuming that the right and left lower
lobes each contributed 35%, the middle lobe
5%, and upper lower lobe 15% (total 105%).
Because of these gross approximations it was
probably not worthwhile attempting to cor-
rect for the volume of air in the fixed lung
and the volume of fixed lung. However it
was done, it would appear that it was not
successful as the LM measurement was about
halfthat usually found and cannot be ascribed
to "the higher magnification" at which the
measurement was made, as suggested by
Hogg et al. Even electron microscopy only
increases alveolar surface area by about 50%.
Dr Hogg and colleagues make the point

that the Cosio score'2 ofbronchiolar lesions is
a sum of eight variables, and that an abnormal
score does not identify which variable(s) has/
have contributed to flow obstruction. This
point is well taken, but the Cosio score does
not include a measurement of airway nar-
rowing for which there is abundant evidence
that it contributes to airflow obstruction. In
addition, deformity'3 or "ellipticality"'4 of air-
ways has been shown to be related to flow
obstruction and these two important topics
are not addressed in Dr Hogg's paper.

Perhaps most importantly, table 2 in the
paper by Hogg et al may be misinterpreted
by casual readers. This table indicates that
the emphysema score is much the same in all
categories of FEV1%. However, the score
refers only to the mean of those lungs re-
cognised by them as having emphysema.
When the average emphysema scores of all
lungs in each FEV,% category is calculated
one finds a steady increase in emphysema
with the fall in FEV,%.
The figure in their paper deserves comment

because of the statement that "10 of 54
patients with FEV >100% predicted had em-
physema of similar severity". The specimen
shows severe localised subpleural emphysema
that one would expect to be associated with
spontaneous pneumothorax and not with air-
flow obstruction. The bulk of the specimen
is free from emphysema and, indeed, shows
what appears to be patchy obstructive pneu-
monitis.
The only substantiation from the literature

quoted by Hogg et al for their view that "the
extent and severity ofthese lesions. . . (grossly
visible emphysema) . was similar at all
levels of FEV," is the paper by Gelb et al,'5
already criticised by Snider without adequate
rebuttal to the authors.'6 Gelb's conclusion
was based on CT scanning which may under-
estimate the incidence of morphological
emphysema by some 18% even when surgical
lungs are used, and when CT slices are com-
pared with exactly the same slice in the
specimen the emphysema severity is
underestimated by a factor of about three.6

Finally, the conclusion is reached that "loss
of recoil is better explained by a microscopic
increase in airspace size than by gross em-
physematous destruction". I assume that Dr
Hogg means that LM is better related to elastic
properties of the lung than emphysema. I
agree that emphysema and elastic properties
are poorly related,'7 but "better" in this con-
text is a relative term. It might be more
accurately stated that, according to data from
their laboratory, elastic properties of the lung
are about as badly related to LM as to
emphysema." '7 Incidentally, LM is not a
measurement of alveolar size - this de-
ceptively simple measurement reflects also

the size of the alveolar duct (as defined in a
particular way) as well as all the tissue in
which LM is measured. It is thus not true to
state, as Dr Hogg does on page 470 of the
paper, that "the decline in lung function is
associated with microscopic evidence of en-
larged alveolar size".

This paper not only provides no answers
but raises many more questions that require
answers. In my view chronic airflow ob-
struction is a complicated matter in which
different lesions of bronchi (not just "chronic
bronchitis"), bronchioles (not just the Cosio
score), and parenchyma (not just em-
physema) contribute. In any one patient these
lesions occur with different degrees of sever-
ity, are recognised by investigators with
varying degrees of precision, are reported in
different ways with different insights, and it is
exceedingly rare that any single lesion can be
considered to be ofoverwhelming importance.
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